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Abstract— As a promising solution for massive machine-
type communication, grant-free non-orthogonal multiple access
(GF-NOMA) has received considerable attention in recent years.
However, the multidimensional constellation design (MCD) and
multiuser detection (MUD) in GF-NOMA are usually optimized
in a divide and conquer way, leading to local optima and perfor-
mance degradation. To address this issue, we investigate the joint
optimization of MCD and MUD for GF-NOMA. The formulated
joint optimization is based on variational inference, which is
intractable due to the signal superimposition that makes the
optimization variables intricately coupled. Then, we resort to end-
to-end deep learning (DL) to obtain the optimal solution. Specifi-
cally, we propose a DL-based multi-task variational autoencoder
(Mul-VAE) that adopts a variational autoencoder network to
optimize the distribution of the constellation points. We further
derive the loss function of the proposed network and analyze it
from an information-theoretic perspective. On this basis, multi-
task learning is employed to deal with mutually conflicting
yet related detection processes. Besides, taking heterogeneous
transmission rates of users into account, a multi-task prioritizing
strategy is designed to balance training performance. Simulation
results reveal that the proposed method enables significant gains
compared to state-of-the-art techniques.

Index Terms— NOMA, deep learning, mMTC, constellation
design, multiuser detection, multi-task learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

GRANT-FREE non-orthogonal multiple access
(GF-NOMA) is a favorable paradigm for massive

machine-type communication (mMTC) and Internet-of-Things
(IoT), as it unlocks the benefits of non-orthogonal signal
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superposition as well as grant-free access mechanism [1]– [7].
By non-orthogonally allocating radio resources among users,
GF-NOMA can support massive connectivity with limited
resources. Besides, GF-NOMA allows users to transmit their
data without preceding scheduling process, and thus eliminates
the signaling overhead required for the coordination between
the base station (BS) and users. In general, GF-NOMA
consists of two essential components: multidimensional
constellation design (MCD) and multiuser detection (MUD),
where MCD assigns uniquely decodable symbols for users
while MUD recovers user messages by exploiting the
distinctions among these symbols.

For MCD, different users were assigned with different
power levels according to their channel quality to exploit
power diversity [8]. In [9]– [10], low-density sequences and
low cross-correlation sequences were utilized to mitigate inter-
user interference. In [11], the authors designed multidimen-
sional constellation by maximizing the minimum Euclid-
ean distance. Besides, some other methodologies were also
studied in the literature, such as constellation-constrained
capacity maximization [12], constellation rotation [13],
constellation segmentation [14], and golden angle modula-
tion [15]. For MUD, the factor graph based message pass-
ing algorithm (MPA) was used in sparse code multiple
access (SCMA) [16]. In [17], successive interference can-
cellation (SIC) was utilized, which distinguishes different
users based on the transmit power. Moreover, compressed
sensing (CS) was introduced in MUD to take advantage of
the sporadic transmission characteristic [18]– [19].

However, the aforementioned works separately design of
MCD and MUD, which are suboptimal according to the data
processing theorem [20]. Hence, a joint optimization approach
is necessitated to push the performance of GF-NOMA towards
the boundary. Nonetheless, it is quite challenging to tackle the
joint optimization problem, since the signal superimposition in
GF-NOMA incurs complicated coupling relation among opti-
mization variables [21]. To address this issue, we employ deep
learning (DL) techniques that are capable of approximating
the optimal solution according to the universal approximation
theorem of deep neural networks (DNNs) [22].

Thanks to the strong capability to solve intricate and
intractable problems, DL has been widely applied in wireless
communications [23]– [33], such as signal detection [27],
channel estimation [28], and constellation design [29]. Besides
enhancing individual communication blocks, DL is also capa-
ble of jointly optimizing all components using the concept of
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end-to-end communication. The core idea of end-to-end com-
munication is to interpret the whole communication system
as an autoencoder, where both transmitter and receiver are
implemented as neural networks and optimized in a holistic
manner. The idea was first pioneered in [30], and has subse-
quently led to many extensions [31]– [33]. However, existing
works on end-to-end communication are generally based on
the traditional autoencoder, where the encoder converts its
input to a discrete latent space that may lack interpretable
and exploitable structures [34]– [35]. The variational autoen-
coder can enhance the traditional autoencoder in terms of
interpretability by imposing a prior distribution on latent
variables and forming a smooth latent space, referred to as
“disentanglement learning” in the literature [36]–[37]. Besides,
disentanglement learning can significantly improve the down-
stream tasks (e.g., input reconstruction) and is useful for a
large variety of domains [38]. Considering these appealing
properties, we adopt a variational autoencoder network for the
joint optimization design of MCD and MUD.

There are several works considering the application of varia-
tional autoencoder in communication systems. In [39], a deep
learning method is designed for device activity detection in
mMTC under imperfect CSI using variational-autoencoder.
In [40], an unsupervised neural network-based algorithm is
proposed for blind channel equalization using the method
of variational autoencoder. However, the original variational
autoencoder adopted in these existing works cannot learn
the complicated coupling relation among signal streams, and
thus may not be suitable for the considered GF-NOMA
system. Additionally, considering that the user heterogeneity
(e.g., different transmission rates) may lead to unbalanced
training performance among users [41], a multi-task prioritiz-
ing strategy is needed to guarantee training fairness. To address
the issues above and abandon the “black-box” of machine
learning [42], we carry out theoretical analysis based on
information theory, revealing the rationale behind the network
structure. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt
to investigate the joint optimization of MCD and MUD using
DL with theoretical analysis. Simulation results validate that
the proposed method outperforms the conventional methods in
terms of both detection accuracy and computational complex-
ity. The main contributions can be summarized as follows.

• We formulate the joint optimization problem using vari-
ational inference, based on which the loss function is
derived to ensure that the proposed network can be trained
to approach the optimality. On this basis, we provide a
theoretical analysis that reveals the learning mechanism
and offers valuable insights for the detailed network
structure design.

• We analyze the loss function from an information-
theoretic perspective, unveiling that the detection
processes of different users are mutually conflicted and
correlated.

• We develop a DL-based method, namely multi-task
variational autoencoder (Mul-VAE), to jointly optimize
the MCD and MUD for the GF-NOMA system. A multi-
task learning structure, i.e., the sluice networ [43],
is incorporated in the variational autoencoder to handle

Fig. 1. System model of the mMTC uplink scenario.

the mutually conflicting but related detection processes
among different users.

• We leverage the idea of focal loss [44] to devise a
multi-task prioritizing strategy, where the training fairness
is guaranteed by adaptively adjusting the weight coeffi-
cient of each task.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we formulate the joint optimization problem
of MCD and MUD. In Section III, we elaborate the pro-
posed Mul-VAE network. Simulation results are presented in
Section IV, and conclusions are made in Section V.

Notations: We use normal lower-case, bold lower-case, and
bold upper-case letters to denote scalars, vectors, and matrices,
respectively. For matrix X, XT denotes its transpose, tr(X)
denotes its trace, and det(X) denotes its determinant. For vec-
tor x, ||x|| denotes its l2-norm, and diag(x) denotes the diag-
onal matrix with the diagonal specified by x. [xn]Nn=1 denotes
the N -dimensional vector where xn is the nth element. RM×N

and CM×N denote the M × N dimensional real space and
complex space, respectively. N (μ,Σ) and CN (μ,Σ) denote
the multivariate Gaussian and complex Gaussian distributions
with mean μ and covariance Σ, respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

As illustrated in Fig. 1, we consider an uplink mMTC
network consisting of N users and one BS, where all ter-
minals are equipped with a single antenna. A GF-NOMA
scheme is adopted, where the users can access the BS
without a prior scheduling assignment. We assume that the
nth user, ∀n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}, wishes to send a message
sn ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 2Rn} to the BS at a rate Rn. Note that
Rn is not necessarily equal to each other, owing to the
heterogeneity of mMTC users [46]. The message sn is
transmitted over K orthogonal resources (e.g., subcarriers or
OFDM tones), and thus is mapped into a K-dimensional
symbol xn = [xn,1, · · · , xn,K ]T ∈ C

K×1 with a power
constraint ||xn|| ≤ K , where K is usually smaller than N in
the GF-NOMA scheme. The received signal at the BS is

y =
N∑

n=1

diag(hn)xn + n, (1)
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where hn = [hn,1, · · · , hn,K ]T ∈ CK×1 is the channel
vector from the nth user to the BS over K resources, and
n is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) distributed
as CN (0, σ2IK) with IK being a K × K identity matrix.
It is assumed that the transmission interval is shorter than the
channel coherence time in each resource.

Upon the reception of y, the BS tries to recover all user
messages through the MUD process. The communication
procedure of the nth user can be expressed as the cascade
of the MCD function and MUD function, i.e.,

ŝn = gn

(
N∑

n=1

diag(hn)fn(sn) + n

)
, (2)

where ŝn is the estimate of the original message sn, fn : sn →
xn is the user-specific MCD function that maps sn into xn,
and gn : y → ŝn is the nth MUD function that retrieves sn

from y.

B. Problem Formulation

The joint optimization is to find the optimal MCD/MUD
pair ([f∗

n]Nn=1, [g
∗
n]Nn=1) that minimizes the error probability

P(̂s �= s), where ŝ = [ŝ1, · · · , ŝN ]T and s = [s1, · · · , sN ]T .
We start the formulation from the maximum likelihood esti-
mation, which yields the optimal MUD by maximizing the
following marginal likelihood

[g∗n]Nn=1 = argmax
gn,∀n∈N

log P (s; [gn]Nn=1)

= argmax
gn,∀n∈N

log
∫

P (s|y; [gn]Nn=1)P (y) dy, (3)

where N = {1, 2, · · · , N}, P (s; [gn]Nn=1) is the proba-
bility distribution of the recovered message parameterized
by [gn]Nn=1, P (y) is the probability distribution of y, and
P (s|y; [gn]Nn=1) is the posterior probability that [gn]Nn=1 cor-
rectly recovers s given y.

By the variational inference, we have the following theorem
that transforms (3) into the maximum of the variational lower
bound over [fn]Nn=1 and [gn]Nn=1.

Theorem 1: The marginal likelihood log P (s; [gn]Nn=1) can
be rewritten as

log P (s; [gn]Nn=1)
≥ log P (s; [gn]Nn=1)−KL(Q(y|s; [fn]Nn=1)||P (y|s; [gn]Nn=1))
= L([fn]Nn=1, [gn]Nn=1)

=
N∑

n=1

EQ(y|s;[fn]Nn=1)
[log P (sn|y; gn)]

−KL(Q(y|s; [fn]Nn=1)||P (y)), (4)

where L([fn]Nn=1, [gn]Nn=1) is the variational lower
bound [47], Q(y|s; [fn]Nn=1) is the parameterized (by
[fn]Nn=1) conditional probability distribution of y given s, and
KL(p(z)||q(z)) =

∫
p(z) log(p(z)/q(z)) dz is the Kullback-

Leibler divergence (KLD) that measures the similarity
between two distributions.

Proof: Please refer to Appendix A.
Remark 1: From Theorem 1, we see that
L([fn]Nn=1, [gn]Nn=1) is a lower bound of log P (s; [gn]Nn=1),

and KL(Q(y|s; [fn]Nn=1)||P (y|s; [gn]Nn=1)) determines the
gap between L([fn]Nn=1, [gn]Nn=1) and log P (s; [gn]Nn=1).
Meanwhile, it can also be observed that maximizing
L([fn]Nn=1, [gn]Nn=1) will concurrently maximize the marginal
likelihood log P (s; [gn]Nn=1) and minimize the gap term
KL(Q(y|s; [fn]Nn=1)||P (y|s; [gn]Nn=1)), which implies the
equivalence between the maximization of L([fn]Nn=1, [gn]Nn=1)
and log P (s; [gn]Nn=1). It is further noted that Q(y|s; [fn]Nn=1)
can be regarded as the MCD process that maps sn to
xn, ∀n ∈ N, and then generates y, as there exists a
deterministic mapping between y and x in (1). Similarly,
P (sn|y; gn) can be considered as the nth MUD process,
which extracts sn from y. Therefore, we readily see that (3)
has been converted into the maximum of L([fn]Nn=1, [gn]Nn=1)
over all possible MCD and MUD mappings. Taking the user
weight into account, we can formulate the joint optimization
problem of MCD and MUD as

P1 : arg min
fn,gn,∀n∈N

−
N∑

n=1

wnEQ(y|s;[fn]Nn=1)
[log P (sn|y; gn)]

+ KL(Q(y|s; [fn]Nn=1)||P (y)),

s.t. y =
N∑

n=1

diag(hn)xn + n, (5)

where wn is the weight coefficient for user n. These weight
coefficients can balance the training performance among users
by adaptively adjusting their values. The detailed design of
wn is presented in Section III-D and thus is omitted here for
brevity.

However, it is non-trivial to solve (5) analytically, due to the
intricately coupled fn and gn as well as their infinite searching
spaces. To solve the problem, we take a DL-based method
to approximate the optimal solution, by tapping the strong
nonlinear approximation capability of DNNs, which will be
elaborated in the next section.

III. DL-BASED JOINT OPTIMIZATION FOR GF-NOMA

This section proposes a variational autoencoder-based net-
work, namely Mul-VAE, to jointly optimize MCD and MUD
for GF-NOMA. The key idea is to parameterize (5) as a varia-
tional autoencoder, where the encoder and decoder are trained
to mimic the optimal MCD and MUD, respectively. We first
present the general architecture of the proposed Mul-VAE and
derive the corresponding loss function. Then, we analyze the
loss function from an information-theoretic perspective, which
offers insights into the design of detailed network structure.
On this basis, we scrutinize the carefully designed structure
of each individual module. After that, we propose a multi-task
prioritizing strategy to address the training unfairness issues
among users and present the training algorithm.

A. General Architecture

As depicted in Fig. 2, the proposed Mul-VAE network con-
sists of a probabilistic encoder denoted by FΘ(·), and a prob-
abilistic decoder denoted by GΦ(·), where Θ and Φ are the
network parameter sets corresponding to [fn]Nn=1 and [gn]Nn=1,
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Fig. 2. General architecture of the proposed Mul-VAE.

respectively. In essence, the encoder approximates the optimal
MCD by learning the optimal mapping between user mes-
sages s and multidimensional symbols xn, ∀n ∈ N, while the
decoder mimics the optimal MUD by learning the optimal
mapping from y to s.

At the encoder, we apply the one-hot encoding to represent
user messages, as it can simplify (5) into a classification prob-
lem. In one-hot encoding, each message sn ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 2Rn}
is represented by a 2Rn -dimensional vector mn ∈ {0, 1}2Rn

,
where the snth element is 1 and the others are all 0.

The one-hot encoded messages are then forwarded to
the encoder to generate the multidimensional constellations
xn = FΘ(mn), n ∈ N. To facilitate the learning process of
Mul-VAE, we convert xn to its real signal version by concate-
nating its real and imaginary parts. Therefore, FΘ(mn) is a
real-valued vector with 2K dimension, and the corresponding
constellation is determined as1

xn = FΘ(mn)(1:K) +
√−1FΘ(mn)(K+1:2K), (6)

where FΘ(m)(i:j) is the vector composed of the ith element
to the jth element of FΘ(mn). All the outputs of the encoder
are superimposed and sent over the channel. According to (1),
the received signal can be rewritten as

y =
N∑

n=1

diag(hn)FΘ(mn) + n. (7)

Consequently, we can approximate the MCD process in (5)
by

Q(y|s; [fn]Nn=1) = N (y|FΘ(M),
σ2

2
I2K), (8)

where M = [m1, · · · , mN ], FΘ(M) =∑N
n=1 diag(hn)FΘ(mn), and I2K is a 2K × 2K identity

matrix. Note that we take the channel as the output layer of
the proposed encoder, such that the mean value and variance
of y involved in (8) can be directly accessed [34].

At the decoder, we assume that the channel state infor-
mation (CSI) is perfectly known since it can be obtained by
the BS through pilot-based channel estimation methods [48].

1Hereafter, for convenience, we assume that all the complex vectors have
been converted to the real signal version without changing their mathematical
expressions.

Hence, both the CSI and received signal y can be fed to the
decoder as the input. The last layer of the decoder is a softmax
layer, which ensures that the output of the decoder forms a
probability vector M̂ = [m̂1, · · · , m̂N ] with ||m̂n||1 = 1,
n ∈ N. The softmax layer converts the output of the decoder
into the same dimension with the one-hot encoded user mes-
sages, such that the loss function can be directly computed
based on the input and output of Mul-VAE. Accordingly,
the MUD process can be approximated as a categorical
distribution

P (sn|y; gn) = P (mn|y;Φ) =
2Rn∏
i=1

m̂mni
ni

=
2Rn∏
i=1

GΦ(y, H)mni
ni ,

(9)

where H = {h1, · · · , hN} and GΦ(·)ni is the nith element of
the decoder output vector.

B. Loss Function

The loss function is a measure of how accurately the neural
network is able to predict the expected outcome. When training
the neural network, we aim to minimize the loss function
by adjusting network parameters. Therefore, to ensure that Θ
and Φ can be fine-tuned to approximate [f∗

n]Nn=1 and [g∗n]Nn=1,
the loss function should be identical to the objective function
of P1. Substituting (8) and (9) into (5), the loss function can
be determined as

L(Θ,Φ)

= −
N∑

n=1

wnEN (y|FΘ(M), σ2
2 I2K)

⎡
⎣2Rn∑

i=1

mni log(GΦ(y, H)ni)

⎤
⎦

+ KL(N (y|FΘ(M),
σ2

2
I2K)||P (y))

= LR(Θ,Φ) + LKL(Θ), (10)

where

LR(Θ,Φ)

= −
N∑

n=1

wnEN (y|FΘ(M), σ2
2 I2K)

[
2Rn∑
i=1

mni log(GΦ(y, H)ni)]
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is the expected reconstruction loss and LKL(Θ) =
KL(N (y|FΘ(M), σ2

2 I2K)|P (y)) is the regularization term
that makes y follow a prior distribution. In the following,
we respectively derive these two terms in detail, based on
which we obtain the loss function.

1) Derivation of LR(Θ,Φ): It is noted that comput-
ing LR(Θ,Φ) involves a sampling operation, which stunts
the backpropagation since sampling operation is non-
differentiable. To circumvent this problem, we adopt the
reparameterization method in [34]. Its core idea is to randomly
draw a sample ε from a unit Gaussian distribution, and then
shift the randomly sampled ε by the mean value of y and
scale it by the variance of y. Since EN (z;μ,σ2)[f(z)] =
EN (ε;0,1)[f(μ + σε)] = 1

S

∑S
s=1 f(μ + σε(s)), LR(Θ,Φ) can

be represented by a differentiable estimator as [34]

LR(Θ,Φ)

= −
N∑

n=1

wn

S∑
s=1

2Rn∑
i=1

mni log(GΦ(FΘ(M) + ε(s), H)ni)

=
N∑

n=1

wnLRn(Θ,Φ), (11)

where LRn(Θ,Φ) = −∑S
s=1

∑2Rn

i=1 mni log(GΦ(FΘ(M) +
ε(s), H)ni), S is the number of samples, and ε(s) ∼
N (0, σ2

2 I2K). It is found in [34] that when batch size is
large enough (e.g., larger than 100), the sample number S
can be set to 1. Therefore, LRn(Θ,Φ) can be simplified as

LRn(Θ,Φ) = −∑2Rn

i=1 mni log(GΦ(FΘ(M) + ε(s), H)ni),
which is exactly the cross-entropy loss that is widely used in
DL-based applications.

2) Derivation of LKL(Θ): Another critical issue is to deter-
mine P (y), with which we can analytically derive LKL(Θ)
that affects the distribution of learned constellations. Accord-
ing to Shannon’s theorem, we know that the transmission rate
can be improved by inducing Gaussianity on y.2 Therefore,
we set P (y) = N (pR, σ2

2 I2K) and derive LKL(Θ) as

LKL(Θ) = KL(N (y|FΘ(M),
σ2

2
I2K)||N (pR,

σ2

2
I2K))

=
2
σ2

(FΘ(M)− pR)T (FΘ(M)− pR), (12)

where pR = [
√

PR, · · · ,√PR]T ∈ R
2K×1 and PR is the

average received signal power. It should be mentioned that
LKL(Θ) can be approximated by 0 when N → ∞. This
is because if the distribution of user messages, i.e., P (M),
is fixed, then FΘ(M) will converge to pR when N → ∞
according to the law of large numbers.

3) Loss Function: Based on (11), (12), and the above
discussions, the loss function can be rewritten as

L(Θ,Φ) =
N∑

n=1

wnLRn(Θ,Φ). (13)

Remark 2: Note that when P (M) is variable (e.g., proba-
bilistic encoding) or n does not follow a zero-mean Gaussian

2A similar interpretation was provided in [49], where Shapiro-Wilk test was
employed to measure the normality of constellation points.

distribution (e.g., interference-limited communication), (13) is
different to the cross-entropy loss, which implies that the
cross-entropy loss function is no longer optimal. That is,
classic loss functions may not be suitable in some wireless
communication scenarios, and thus more insights should be
offered into the loss function design.

4) Information-Theoretic Analysis: Having presented the
overall architecture of the proposed Mul-VAE, we analyze
the loss function based on information theory, which provides
valuable insights for the network structure design.

According to the definition of cross-entropy [50], we can
rewrite LRn(Θ,Φ) as

LRn(Θ,Φ) = −
2Rn∑
i=1

mni log(m̂ni) = −P (mn) log P (m̂n),

(14)

where P (mn) and P (m̂n) are the distributions of mn and m̂n,
respectively. Since LRn(Θ,Φ) is averaged over all possible
user messages and channel outputs during the training process,
we can further express (14) as

LRn(Θ,Φ) = EP (mn,y;Θ)[− log P (m̂n|y;Φ)]
(a)
= H(mn)− I(mn, y;Θ)

+ EP (y)[KL(P (mn|y;Θ)||P (m̂n|y;Φ))]
(b)
= H(mn)− I(mn, y;Θ)

+ EP (y)[KL(
∫

P (mn|x;Θ)P (x|y) dx||∫
P (m̂n|x;Φ)P (x|y) dx)], (15)

where H(mn) is the entropy of mn, and I(mn, y;Θ) is the
mutual information (MI) between mn and y. The detailed
derivation of (a) can be found in [51], and (b) holds due to
the probability factorization. We mainly focus on the last two
right-hand side (RHS) terms of (15), as H(mn) is a constant
due to the fixed distribution of mn. Based on the analysis
in (15), we specify the following three observations, which
serves as the underlying motivation for the detailed structure
design in Section III-C.

Observation 1 - Conflicting Term: The second RHS
term I(mn, y;Θ) causes conflicts among different users.
Considering an example with two users, both LR1(Θ,Φ)
and LR2(Θ,Φ) should be minimized to reach the minimum
L(Θ,Φ). According to (15), minimizing LR1(Θ,Φ) requires
maximizing I(m1, y;Θ), while minimizing LR2(Θ,Φ)
requires maximizing I(m2, y;Θ). These two objectives are
contradictory since maximizing I(m1, y;Θ) does not neces-
sarily lead to maximizing I(m2, y;Θ), which indicates that
all LRn(Θ,Φ), n ∈ N cannot be optimized simultaneously.

Observation 2 - Common Distribution Term: It can be
observed from the third RHS term that all LRn(Θ,Φ), n ∈ N
share a common distribution term P (x|y), which implies that
a preprocessing module should be deployed at the decoder to
obtain this common distribution.

Observation 3 - Related Individual Distribution Term:
Besides the common distribution term, each LRn(Θ,Φ) also
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Fig. 3. Detailed network structures of (a) the encoder and (b) the decoder.

has a specific distribution term P (mn|x;Θ), indicating that
different MUD processes are associated. Accordingly, the pro-
posed network should be able to exploit the relationship among
different MUD processes.

C. Detailed Network Structure

Given the above observations, we now summarize the
design principles: (i) According to Observation 1 and
Observation 3, we adopt a novel multi-task learning structure
to handle the mutually conflicting yet related learning process.
It should be mentioned that we only incorporate multi-task
learning at the decoder, as the encoder should be designed in
a distributed manner due to the independence among users;
(ii) Considering Observation 2, we further develop a decou-
pling module at the decoder to preprocess the received signal.
It is worth noting that P (x|y) is essentially a decompressing
process since K is smaller than N in the GF-NOMA system.
Therefore, the goal of the decoupling module is to decompose
the condensed signal y into a high-dimensional feature vector
x. Based on these two design principles, the detailed network
structure is elaborated as follows.

1) Structure of the Encoder: Since it is difficult for a user
to exchange information with other users in the GF-NOMA
system, the MCD should be performed in a distributed manner.
Accordingly, we employ N isolated DNNs at the encoder,
denoted as FΘn : mn → xn, n ∈ N, where Θn is the
parameter set of the nth DNN. For layer l of FΘn

with
Nl−1 input and Nl output, the output vector can be expressed
as

zl
n = fln(W l

nzl−1
n + bl

n), (16)

where W l
n ∈ RNl×Nl−1 and bl

n ∈ RNl are the weight
matrix and bias, respectively. The hyperbolic tangent (Tanh)
function (i.e., fln(x) = (1 − e−2x)/(1 + e−2x)) is adopted as
the activation function in all the hidden layers. As a result,
the overall input-output affine of FΘn is

FΘn
(mn)= fL−1

n (fL−2
n (· · · (f1n(mn;Θ1

n), · · · )ΘL−2
n );ΘL−1

n ).
(17)

2) Structure of the Decoder: As illustrated in Fig. 3,
the decoder comprises two parts: the decoupling module and
the multi-task detection module.

Fig. 4. Architecture of a three-layer sluice network.

a) Decoupling module: The decoupling module employs
the attention mechanism [52], i.e., mapping a query and a set
of key-value pairs to the output, for the signal decomposition.
By taking y as the query and diag(hn), n ∈ N as the key-value
pairs, we can decompress y to a 2KN -dimensional vector as

an = fA(diag(hn)μy), (18)

where an is the nth attention vector, fA is the activation
function for the attention operation, and μ is the product
parameter. The attention vectors an, n ∈ N are then forwarded
to the multi-task detection module.

b) Multi-task detection module: The multi-task detection
module employs a multi-task learning structure, where each
MUD process is taken as one single task. During the jointly
training, each task shares its learned information with other
tasks [45]. In this way, the multi-task detection module can
exploit the relationship among different MUD processes as an
inductive bias, which eases the simultaneous optimization of
all the conflicting but related MUD processes. Particularly,
we adopt the sluice network that learns the optimal latent
connections and pathways among tasks, to avoid the costly
searching for potentially optimal relational parameters [43].

To make the sluice network more clear, a three-layer sluice
network for the case of two users is sketched in Fig. 4, which
consists of two task-specific input layers, two task-specific
output layers, two sluices, and three DNN layers per task. The
sluice network operates in the following procedure: (i) The
input vectors are fed into the first DNN layers for nonlinear
transformation, denoted as z(1)

n = F
(1)
DNN (i(1)n ), n = 1, 2,

where FDNN is the overall input-output affine of DNN. The
details of FDNN have been presented in Section III-C and
thus are omitted here for brevity; (ii) The outputs of the
first DNN layers are then passed to the second DNN layers.
The traffic of information is mediated by a set of parameters
α(1) = {α(1)

11 , α
(1)
12 , α

(1)
21 , α

(1)
22 } and β(1) = {β(1)

1 , β
(1)
2 }, which

is similar to the way a sluice controls the flow of water.
Specifically, the second DNN layers receive the combination
of the outputs of two first DNN layers weighted by α,
i.e., i(2)1 = α

(1)
11 z(1)

1 + α
(1)
21 z(1)

2 and i(2)2 = α
(1)
22 z(1)

2 + α
(1)
12 z(1)

1 .
Interestingly, if α

(1)
11 = α

(1)
22 = 1 and α

(1)
12 = α

(1)
21 = −1,

the sluicing process is similar to the SIC detection; (iii) The
previous process is then repeated in the second sluice and
third DNN layer; (iv) Finally, the outputs at various depths
are mediated through β and superposed as the outputs of

the sluice network, i.e., o1 = β
(1)
1 z(1)

1 + β
(2)
1 z(2)

1 + z(3)
1 and
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o2 = β
(1)
2 z(1)

2 + β
(2)
2 z(2)

2 + z(3)
2 . It is worth noting that both

α and β are trainable, which allows the network to learn the
appropriate architecture and amount for sharing among tasks.

D. Multi-Task Prioritizing

The user heterogeneity usually results in unbalanced task
difficulty. For example, it is more challenging to detect
the symbols for high rate users than low rate users. The
imbalance in task difficulty can lead to unnecessary emphasis
on easier tasks, thus neglecting and stunting progress on
difficult tasks [41]. Meanwhile, even when tasks have the
same difficulty (e.g., the same rate for users), some tasks are
prioritized while other tasks are ignored occasionally, owing
to the random fluctuation of the gradient-based optimizer. The
unbalanced computational resource allocation causes unfair-
ness among various tasks or even leads to divergence.

To address the above issues, we design a task prioritizing
strategy, whose core idea is to speed up or slow down the
backpropagated gradients of tasks by adjusting their weights
according to the learning performance. To this end, we apply
the focal loss as task weights wn, which is defined as [44]

FLn(κn) = −(1− κn)γ log(κn). (19)

Here κn ∈ (0, 1] is the key performance indicator (KPI)
of task n, i.e., the classification accuracy of the nth MUD
process, and γ is a hyper-parameter adjusting the rate at which
tasks are down-weighted.

Remark 3: It can be noted that when a task is well learned,
i.e., κn → 1, both (1 − κn)γ and log(κn) go to 0, and thus
the focal loss is diminished. When a task is poorly learned,
i.e., κn → 0, the factor (1−κn)γ is near 1 and log(κn)→∞,
and thus the focal loss is magnified. Therefore, the focal
loss can adaptively adjust itself to be inversely proportional
to the task performance, reducing the loss contribution from
well-learned tasks while increasing the importance of correct-
ing poorly-learned tasks.

However, the focal loss cannot be directly applied to
Mul-VAE, since only the training loss can be obtained during
the training process. To tackle this issue, we derive an approxi-
mate classification accuracy from the cross entropy loss, which
yields the following theorem.

Theorem 2: When the batch size goes to infinity, the clas-
sification accuracy κ can be approximated by

κ ≈ e−LC

0.7357
, (20)

where LC is the cross entropy loss.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix B.

Remark 4: From Theorem 2, one may want to train the
network utilizing a large batch size, as it should lead to a better
approximation of the true classification accuracy. However,
using extremely large batch sizes usually degrades the training
stability and generalization performance of neural networks,
as experimentally observed in [53]. Therefore, the batch size
controls a tradeoff between the precision of the approximation
and the learnability of the network. We empirically determine
the batch size, which will be discussed in Section IV-A.

The theoretical discussion of the batch size is beyond the scope
of this paper and will be left in future work.

Algorithm 1 Training Algorithm
Input: Training dataset D, batch size B, symbol dimension K ,
orthogonal resource number N , prioritizing hyper parameter
γ, and attention parameter μ.
Output: Trained parameter Θ and Φ.
Θ, Φ ← Random initialization.
Repeat

• DB ← Randomly draw a batch with B training samples
from D;

• LB ← L(Θ,Φ; DB) (Calculate the average loss function
based on DB according to (21));

• ∇Θ,∇Φ ← ∇Θ,ΦLB (Calculate gradients based on LB);
• Θ, Φ ← Update parameters using gradients ∇Θ,∇Φ

through the Adam optimizer;

Until convergence of parameters (Θ, Φ).
Return Θ, Φ

Integrating (13), (19), and (20), the loss function with
multi-task prioritization is given by

L(Θ,Φ)=− log(0.7357)
N∑

n=1

(1− e−LRn(Θ,Φ)

0.7357
)γL2

Rn
(Θ,Φ).

(21)

E. Training Algorithm

This section presents the training algorithm, through which
the proposed Mul-VAE can be trained to approach the optimal
MCD and MUD. When training the Mul-VAE network, we aim
to find the optimal network parameter sets Θ∗ and Φ∗ that
minimize the loss function L(Θ,Φ) using the training dataset.
The training dataset is synthetically generated by randomly
sampling a sequence of data points from the one-hot vector.
Denoting Dn = [m(t)

n ]Tt=1 as the training dataset for user n,
the whole training dataset D is given by

D = {D1, · · · , DN} = [M(t)]Tt=1 ∈ R

�N
n=1 2Rn×T , (22)

where T is the size of the training dataset. Note that both
users and BS can access the training dataset by utilizing
pseudorandom number generators initialized with the same
seed [33]. Hence, we can apply D as both the input data and
the output label of Mul-VAE, thereby eliminating the need for
human labeling effort.

Mul-VAE is trained epoch by epoch in an end-to-end
manner. While within an epoch, a batch DB = [M(t)]Bt=1 of
size B is randomly drawn out of D and fed into the encoder to
generate multidimensional symbols. The encoded symbols are
then sent over the channel, after which the decoder receives
the composite signal y and outputs the probability vectors

[M̂(t)
]Bt=1 through the softmax layer. The loss function is

computed and averaged based on the output label and the out-

put vector as LB(Θ,Φ) = 1
B

∑B
t=1 L(Θ,Φ; M(t), M̂(t)

).
Next, the gradients ∇Θ and ∇Φ are calculated based on LB

using the backpropagation algorithm, and the parameter sets
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are updated simultaneously with the Adam optimizer. This
training process is carried out until the convergence of Θ and
Φ (e.g., the training loss stops decreasing). The whole process
is summarized in Algorithm 1.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section presents the simulation results and correspond-
ing computational complexity analysis to demonstrate the
superiority of Mul-VAE over competing algorithms.

A. Simulation Setup

Simulation setup is based on the typical NOMA sce-
nario [9], where N = 6 users share K = 4 orthogonal
resources. Considering users have heterogeneous transmission
rates, we assume that 3 of the 6 users (User1, User2, and
User3) send their messages at R = 1 bit/s, while the other
3 users (User4, User5, and User6) transmit at R = 2 bits/s.3

The encoder of Mul-VAE consists of 6 DNNs. For each DNN,
there are 4 hidden layers with 2(R+3) neurons. The decoder of
Mul-VAE has two parts, namely the decoupling module and
the multi-task detection module. For the decoupling module,
we set the product hyper-parameter as μ = −1 and the
activation function as an identity function. For the multi-task
detection module, we adopt a two-layer sluice network, where
each DNN has 5 hidden layers with 2(R+3) neurons. Mean-
while, the multi-task prioritizing strategy is employed with the
prioritizing hyper-parameter set as γ = 2.

We train Mul-VAE with 80, 000 training samples for
5, 000 epochs and test with 20, 000 data samples. The learning
rate is set to be 2 × 10−5 and the batch size is 500. The
network is Xavier initialized and trained at the signal to noise
ratio (SNR) of 2 dB but is tested at a wide range of SNR. All
the parameters are empirically determined using the general
workflow, where the network starts with relative small para-
meters and increases the values until the learning performance
cannot be further promoted. Mul-VAE is implemented on an
x86 PC with one Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 Ti graphics card,
and Pytorch 1.1.0 is employed as the backend. For comparison,
the performance of the following three benchmark algorithms
is also evaluated.

• SCMA with MPA detector (SCMA-MPA): In SCMA-
MPA, we apply the user-to-resource mapping and code-
book generating method in [54] and set the iteration
number Niter of MPA to be 5.

• Multiuser shared access with MMSE-SIC detector
(MUSA-SIC): In MUSA-SIC, the QPSK modulation
is adopted for high rate users, and the BPSK modula-
tion is used for low rate users. The complex spreading
code is generated based on a 3-ary set {1, 0,−1}.

• Conventional end-to-end network (E2E): In conven-
tional E2E network [30]– [31], the DNNs in both the
encoder and the decoder have the same width and depth
as those in Mul-VAE.

3It should be noted that the proposed network can be extended to higher
rates and larger networks with slight modifications of the network structure.

B. Evaluation of the Encoder

Firstly, we evaluate the multidimensional constellations
learned by the encoder of Mul-VAE. For clarity, we project
the multidimensional constellations onto a set of orthogo-
nal 2-dimensional signal spaces (i.e., the I and Q chan-
nels), where each set of the signal spaces refers to one
orthogonal resource. Fig. 5 illustrates the projection of the
multidimensional constellations over 4 orthogonal resources,
where different colors and shapes represent different users.
It can be observed that the learned multidimensional constel-
lations are spread without overlapping in each resource. More
specifically, the encoder learns to transmit different messages
with various power, as observed in different subfigures of
Fig. 5, which introduces power diversity among users. Besides,
the constellations of different users are rotated with different
angles around the origin, which further reduces the inter-
user interference. Therefore, we can safely conclude that
the proposed Mul-VAE learns to multiplex users by exploit-
ing both the power and phase domains. Moreover, unlike
SCMA where symbols are spanned sparsely, Mul-VAE allows
each user to access all the resources, enhancing the robust-
ness of the transmitting symbols and improving detection
performance [55].

C. Evaluation of the Decoder

This part demonstrates the effectiveness of the attention
operation, multi-task detection, and multi-task prioritization
through training performance under both AWGN channel and
Rayleigh fading channel. To show the training loss fluctuation
clearly, we focus on the first 500 training losses and separate
the low rate users’ curves from high rate users.

1) Effect of Attention Operation: Fig. 6 depicts the train-
ing losses versus epochs with or without attention operation
under AWGN channel and Rayleigh fading channel. It can
be observed that the training losses are the same for either
high rate users or low rate users under AWGN channel,
whether the attention operation is employed or not. This is
because there is no fading effect in AWGN channel, making
the attention operation in (18) ineffectual. However, the atten-
tion operation effectively accelerates the convergence under
Rayleigh fading channel, as shown in Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d).
This is because attention operation decompresses the received
signal into a high dimension vector, which extracts ade-
quate channel fading information and thus facilitates detection
processes.

2) Effect of Multi-Task Detection: Fig. 7 compares the
training losses with or without multi-task detection under
AWGN channel and Rayleigh fading channel. Since the
received signal is simple under AWGN channel, the decoder
without multi-task detection is good enough to learn the MUD
mapping. Thus introducing multi-task learning only slightly
improves training losses, as observed in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b).
However, multi-task detection becomes indispensable under
Rayleigh fading channel, which significantly enhances the
training losses and expedites the convergence, as illustrated
in Fig. 7(c) and Fig. 7(d). This is because the transmitted sym-
bols are greatly distorted by fading channels, and thus cannot
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Fig. 5. The projection of the learned multidimensional constellations over 4 orthogonal resources.

be easily learned by the conventional decoder. Incorporating
multi-task learning can exploit the correlation among different
detection tasks, which improves the network learnability and
enables the decoder to handle intricate signal structures.

3) Effect of Multi-Task Prioritization: Fig. 8 shows the
training losses versus epochs with or without multi-task prior-
itization under AWGN channel and Rayleigh fading channel.
As represented in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b), both the decoder with
multi-task prioritization and the decoder without multi-task
prioritization can achieve nearly the same training losses,
thanks to the tractable signal structure in AWGN channel.
It should be further noticed that although the decoder with-
out multi-task prioritization has a faster convergence rate,
the training loss gaps among different users are larger than
those of the decoder with multi-task prioritization. However,
the signal structure becomes complicated in Rayleigh fading
channel, and all the users have to compete for limited com-
putational resources. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 8(d)
that some users are prioritized while the others are ignored
if no prioritization strategy is adopted, which leads to colossal
user unfairness and performance degradation. After deploying
multi-task prioritization, we can see that both the training loss
gaps of high rate users and low rate users are negligible. This is
because the proposed multi-task prioritization adaptive adjusts
the weights of different users through the focal loss, thereby

enabling fair and efficient training by suitably allocating
computational resources.

D. Evaluation of Overall Performance

We compare the block error rate (BLER) performance,
i.e., P(ŝn �= sn), of Mul-VAE with competing methods. For
clarity, we focus on the averaged BLERs of high rate users and
low rate users. Fig. 9(a) depicts the BLERs of Mul-VAE and
competing methods under AWGN channel. Notably, DL-based
methods outperform the conventional methods by a large
margin. For example, Mul-VAE and E2E achieve around
9.5 dB gain over SCMA-MPA and MUSA-SIC when SNR is
higher than 0 dB, which demonstrates the superiority of joint
optimization and shows the potential of end-to-end learning.
Moreover, Mul-VAE is only slightly better than the E2E
method, since the latter is sufficient to extract user messages
from the simple signal structure in AWGN channel.

Fig. 9 compares the BLER of Mul-VAE with competing
schemes under Rayleigh fading channel. We observe that
Mul-VAE still achieves the lowest BLER among all methods,
but the performance gaps between DL-based and conventional
methods are narrowed. This is because the Rayleigh fading
channel is randomly generated, and it is not easy for DNNs
to suppress random fading effects through limited training
samples and network size. Besides, the BLER of Mul-VAE
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Fig. 6. Comparisons on the training losses of Mul-VAE with or without attention operation: (a) high rate users under AWGN channel, (b) low rate users
under AWGN channel, (c) high rate users under Rayleigh fading channel, and (d) low rate users under Rayleigh fading channel.

keeps decreasing as SNR increases, while there are error floors
in the BLER of the E2E method. The reason is as follows:
(i) With no prioritization strategy employed, all users need
to compete for computation resources, and some users are
ignored while the others are prioritized, as shown in Fig. 8;
(ii) The BLERs of ignored users fail to descend while the
BLERs of prioritized users decrease sharply. Hence, ignored
users will dominate the averaged BLERs at the high SNR
region, as the BLERs of prioritized users are negligible. It can
also be observed that the E2E method has a lower BLER
than Mul-VAE for low rate users at the low SNR region,
while Mul-VAE performs better for high rate users. This is
because the E2E method puts more efforts into easy tasks
while Mul-VAE concentrates more on challenging tasks, which
also demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed multi-task
prioritization strategy.

E. Performance Fluctuation Over Different Initial Parameters

This part investigates the performance fluctuation of
Mul-VAE over different initial parameters under both AWGN

channel and Rayleigh fading channel. Three sets of parameter
values are used for comparison, i.e., μ = −1&γ = 2, μ =
−1&γ = 4, and μ = 1&γ = 2. Fig. 10(a) depicts the BLERs
of Mul-VAE with different initial parameters under AWGN
channel. It is seen that both Mul-VAE with μ = −1&γ = 2
and μ = 1&γ = 2 achieve the lowest BLER and outperform
Mul-VAE with μ = −1&γ = 4 by about 1 dB when SNR
is higher than 0 dB. The reason is as follows: (i) There is
no fading effect in AWGN channel, so the attention operation
in (18) is ineffectual. Therefore, the value of the product hyper-
parameter μ does not affect the BLER performance of Mul-
VAE. (ii) It is experimentally observed in [44] that γ = 2
leads to the best performance in the focal loss. Consequently,
when μ remains the same, Mul-VAE with γ = 2 performs
better than that with γ = 4.

Fig. 10 shows the BLERs of Mul-VAE with different initial
parameters under Rayleigh fading channel. It can be observed
that Mul-VAE with μ = −1&γ = 2 still yields the best perfor-
mance, but the performance of Mul-VAE with μ = 1&γ = 2
is degraded under Rayleigh fading channel. This is because the
attention operation with μ = −1 can effectively decompress
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Fig. 7. Comparisons on the training losses of Mul-VAE with or without multi-task detection: (a) high rate users under AWGN channel, (b) low rate users
under AWGN channel, (c) high rate users under Rayleigh fading channel, and (d) low rate users under Rayleigh fading channel.

the received signal into relatively independent signal streams
as it is conceptually analogous to the zero-forcing equalization,
while the attention operation with μ = 1 cannot. Moreover,
it can be noticed that Mul-VAE with μ = −1&γ = 2 slightly
outperforms Mul-VAE with μ = −1&γ = 4 by around 0.1 dB,
which is also consistent with the observations in [44].

F. Computational Complexity Analysis

In this part, we analyze the computational complexity of
Mul-VAE and conventional methods, which is measured by the
number of multiplication operations. For Mul-VAE, we focus
on the computational complexity of online implementation.
For conventional methods, we mainly consider the detec-
tion complexity, since the constellations can be designed in
advance. The detailed complexity analysis is given as follows.

1) Mul-VAE: The complexity of DNN is mainly resulted
from the multiplication between the weight matrix and the
input vector, which can be seen as a whole bunch of dot
products. For a layer with Nl−1 input and Nl output, each dot
product happens between the input vector and one column

in Wl that counts as Nl−1 multiplications. Since we have
to compute Nl of these dot products, the total number of
multiplications required by layer l is Nl−1Nl. Therefore,
the complexity of one DNN with L layers can be expressed
as

CDNN =
L−1∑
l=1

NlNl+1. (23)

As mentioned in Section IV-A, the encoder consists of N
DNNs, each with an input layer (dimension of 2R) followed
by 4 hidden layers with 2(R+3) neurons and an output layer
with 2K dimension. Thus the total complexity of the encoder
is

CE =
N∑

n=1

(22Rn200 + 16K2Rn). (24)

For the decoder, the complexity of the attention operation
in the decoupling module is calculated as

CA = 4K2N. (25)
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Fig. 8. Comparisons on the training losses of Mul-VAE with or without multi-task prioritization: (a) high rate users under AWGN channel, (b) low rate
users under AWGN channel, (c) high rate users under Rayleigh fading channel, and (d) low rate users under Rayleigh fading channel.

The two-layer sluice network in the multi-task detection has
2N DNNs and 1 sluice, where the sluice comprises 1 DNN
with

∑N
n=1 2Rn inputs and N2 +N outputs. Since each DNN

has 5 hidden layers with 2(R+3) neurons, the complexity of
multi-task detection is given by

CM = 2
N∑

n=1

(22Rn264 + 16K2Rn)

+ 8
N∑

n=1

22Rn + 22Rn256 + 8(N2 + N)2Rn

=
N∑

n=1

(22Rn536 + 32K2Rn) + 22Rn256

+ 8(N2 + N)2Rn . (26)

From (24) to (26), the complexity of Mul-VAE is summa-
rized as

CMul−V AE =
N∑

n=1

(22Rn736 + 48K2Rn)

+ 22Rn256 + 8(N2 + N)2Rn + 4K2N. (27)

2) MPA: The main complexity of MPA comes from the
message passing from function nodes to variable nodes,
i.e., equation (12.10) in [56]. The summation over all possible
codewords adds up

∏
i∈∂k\j 2Ri terms and 2Rj probabilities

should be calculated in each iteration, where ∂k \ j is the
neighborhood of function node k excluding variable node j.
The calculation in each summation can be divided into two
parts, namely the exponent calculation for posterior probability
and the product calculation for prior probability. Assuming
multiplication has the same computational time with exponent
operation, we have a total of 2 df multiplication operations
in each summation, where df is the number of superimposed
user on each resource. Since there are dfK message passing
paths, the complexity of the MPA detector is given by

CMPA = 2NiterKd2
f

df∏
i=1

2Ri . (28)

According to [9], we take df = 2N/K and simplify (28)
as

CMPA =
8NiterN

2

K

2N/K∏
i=1

2Ri . (29)
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Fig. 9. BLER performance comparisons under (a) AWGN channel and (b) Rayleigh fading channel.

Fig. 10. BLER performance with different initial parameters under (a) AWGN channel and (b) Rayleigh fading channel.

TABLE I

COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY COMPARISON (K = 4, R = 1)

3) MMSE-SIC: Since the complexity of MMSE-SIC detec-
tor has been analyzed in the literature [57], we omit the details
for brevity and express the complexity as

CMMSE−SIC = 2N3K + 4N2K + 2NK. (30)

We summarize the complexity of the above algorithms
in Table I. To examine the behavior with various user numbers,
we compute the complexity for N = 50, 100, and 500,

with K set as 4 and R set as 1 bit/s. We observe that
the complexity of Mul-VAE is much smaller than that of
conventional methods. For example, when N = 50, the com-
plexity of Mul-VAE is only 2.5 × 10−5% and 20.3% of
those of MPA and MMSE-SIC, respectively. Moreover, when
N increases, the complexity of Mul-VAE increases marginally
while those of MPA and MMSE-SIC maintain a significant
upward trend. These observations show the superiority of
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Mul-VAE in terms of computational complexity, indicating the
capability of Mul-VAE to support massive connectivity with
low processing delay.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed a novel DL-based method for
the joint design of MCD and MUD in the GF-NOMA
system, where a variational autoencoder based-network is
developed to approximate the optimal MCD and MUD in
a probabilistic and holistic manner. Based on the insights
from theoretical analysis on the loss function, we design a
multi-task learning structure to tackle the mutually conflicting
yet related MUD processes. We also provide a multi-task
prioritizing strategy to alleviate the training unfairness among
users. Extensive simulation results validate that the proposed
scheme can significantly improve the detection accuracy with
low computational complexity. In this paper, we restrict our
studies to the joint optimization for GF-NOMA, but we believe
that there are many interesting applications of the proposed
Mul-VAE, such as precoding and decoding in MIMO and
multimodal fusion. For the future work, we will investigate
the implementation of Mul-VAE in mobile devices, where
model pruning and knowledge distilling can be utilized to
reduce the network complexity. Moreover, meta-learning and
dynamic neural networks can also be considered to improve
the adaptiveness of Mul-VAE to changing environments.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

The proof goes as follows:

log P (s; [gn]Nn=1)

=
∫

Q(y|s; [fn]Nn=1) log P (s; [gn]Nn=1) dy

= EQ(y|s;[fn]Nn=1)

[
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[
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(a)
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[
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]
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[
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]
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(b)
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EQ(y|s;[fn]Nn=1)
[log P (sn|y; gn)]

−KL(Q(y|s; [fn]Nn=1)||P (y)), (31)

where (a) holds due to the non-negativity of the Kullback-
Leibler divergence [58], and (b) holds since sn is independent
with each other.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Denoting the correct classification probability as PC ,
the cross entropy loss with one-hot encoding can be expressed
as

LC = − logPC . (32)

Considering a batch with B samples, the average cross
entropy loss over the whole batch is

LC = − 1
B

B∑
i=1

log P
(i)
C . (33)

According to the derivation in [59], the AM-GM ratio,

i.e., (
�B

i=1 P
(i)
C )1/B

1
B

�B
i=1 P

(i)
C

, is almost constant as B → ∞. That is,

lim
B→∞

(
�B

i=1 P
(i)
C )1/B

1
B

�
B
i=1 P

(i)
C

= c, where c ∈ (0, 1] is the constant of

proportionality. Therefore, when the batch size goes to infinity,
we can obtain

lim
B→∞

LC

= lim
B→∞

− 1
B

B∑
i=1

log P
(i)
C = lim

B→∞
− log(

B∏
i=1

P
(i)
C )

1
B

= lim
B→∞

− log
c

B

B∑
i=1

P
(i)
C ≈ − log E[cPC ] = − log cκ, (34)

where κ = E[PC ] is the classification accuracy of the whole
batch, and c can be experimentally determined as 0.7357 via
extensive simulations. Accordingly, the relationship between
LC and κ can be approximated by

κ ≈ e−LC

0.7357
. (35)
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